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Abstract: Steel foam quality is improved over a decade; the forms of ferrous foam are still non-uniform and 

have certain deficiencies. With the aim of improving the materials cellular structure and turn technologies 

reliable and more reproducible, it is necessary to understand the metallic systems. Both in literature and in the 

practical usage, a confusion pertaining to the metal foams prevails, the one that is majorly used as a metallic 

material that is not dense. With respect to the aqueous foams, the word foam suggests depression of bubbles of 

gas in liquids and the same in a semi-solid state. In this paper exclusively described construction ways of steel 

foam by using several additives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a specific sense, cellular ferrous manufacturing is defined in several sections of review and 

conference held. A paper is dedicated to the same would provide relevant details. The current section is directed 

to closed cells metallic foams. There are gases mixtures with low density and at a specific stage of evolution 

solidify to give solid foams. Since the tension of surface in the liquid build up morphology, the bubbles of 

isolated gas distinguishes from each other via metal films and the yielded metallic foams depict morphology 

similar to it. The cellular ferrous are the materials that have a higher level of void volume fraction and made of 

networks and struts that are connected internally. Porous metals are isolated with pores and have a porosity level 

of about 75% or less. Also, if the level of porosity is less than 20 per cent’s the metals won't react. Ferrous 

foams are regarded as the subgroup of the cellular metals that primarily has polyhedral cells but the shapes are 

different. Cells can either be closed or open. Closed with membranes that separate the cells that are adjacent and 

open in absence of membranes which further connects the void. The term metal foam is used many times to 

define the solid product and so the liquid part is referred to as liquid metal foam. The foam is solid and 

originating from the liquid is closed. Many prefer calling it as open cell metal sponges with metallic structure 

instead of metal foams. 

 

II. LIQUID FOAMING 
It is informal to produce foams of metallic melts by producing bubbles of gas in the liquid only when 

the melt is designed in such a way that the foam that emerges remains stable throughout. It could be achieved by 

the addition of ceramic powders or also allow alloy metals to effectively melt that stabilize sections. 

As of now, there are three ways to foam the metallic melts: 

• Inject the gas into the metal that is in liquid form. 

• In situ expulsion in the in-situ gas by addition of blowing items to the melts. 

• Precipitating gas that has been dissolved earlier in the liquid. 

 

III. FOAMING MELTS BY GAS INJECTION [CYMAT/ METCOMB] 
The first and foremost way to foam both aluminum and its alloys are already employed by Canada's 

Cymat Aluminum Corp [1]. In order to boost the metal viscosity and adjust the properties of foaming, 

magnesium oxide; silicon carbide and aluminum oxide are used. Aluminum alloy is primarily kept as the base 

metal. The fractional volume used to reinforce the sections oscillates between 10-20 and the mean size of the 

section is 5 to 20 micrometer. Gas is injected to melt the foam by rotating impellers or nozzles that vibrate that 

leads to the generation of bubbles of gas and the uniformly distribute it. The mixture of viscous bubbles and 

melt of metal is seen floating at the surface which late takes the form of dry liquid foam upon straining. The 

foam is largely stable due to the ceramic residues present.[2]   
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IV.  FOAMING MELTS WITH BLOWING AGENTS [ALPORAS] 
Another way to foam metals is the addition of a blowing agent directly to the melt. Under the exposure 

of heat, the agent melts and a gas is released that further boosts the process of foaming. Japan's Shinko Wire 

Co., Amagasaki has been using this method of foaming from a long time (1986) and the volume of foam 

produced is near about 1000 kg per day. Chinas Company Jiangsu Tianbo Light-Weight Materials, Nanjing 

recently set up a similar plant. The first step of production saw the addition of 1.5 wt. % of the calcium metal to 

the aluminum melt at a temperature of 680°C. Continuous stirring and the viscosity raises up to 5 due to oxide 

formation or the intermetallic that is capable of thickening the metal. This is followed by addition of titanium 

hydride (TiH2) with a typical 1.6 wt. %[10]. This causes a release of gas and hence acts as the blowing agent. 

The melt is seen to expand and simultaneously find the vessel. The total time to foam a batch of 0.6 m3 is 15 

min. The vessel is then cooled below the temp. of alloy and the foam converts from liquid to solid state and 

ready to come out. The resulting foams have an excellent porous structure with the trade name being Alporas.[3]   

 

V. SOLID-GAS EUTECTIC SOLIDIFICATION 
The methods that were discovered around 15 years back is helpful in differentiating the solubility of 

gas both in solid and liquid metals. Firstly, the melt gets charge under extreme pressure [4]. If the temperature 

drops below the melting point, the gas precipitates. If the condition remains favorable, the gas would then be 

trapped in metal. The morphology of resulting pore is determined by the content of the gas, melt pressure, rate 

and direction of removal of heat and melts chemical composition. Primarily, the elongated pores in the 

solidification direction forms. The diameter of the pores oscillates between 10 µm to 10 mm with the length of 

pore between 100 µm to 300 mm, along with the porosities range being 5 to 75 %. Such materials gained the 

name “gasar”.which in Russian terms means gas reinforced [5]. The above mechanism has been adopted in 

Japan recently where the material is given the name lotus structure as it has a lotus root resemblance. 

 

VI. FOAMING METALLIC PRECURSORS 
A technique of second class foaming adds an extra step to the entire process of foaming. Here, the melt 

is not formed directly; rather a precursor that has the blowing agent is prepared. Then the precursor is melted to 

melt the foam by an evolution of gas and the creation of bubbles. The main advantage being the formation of 

complex shape molds by filling the precursor and then forming. Three ways are induced to prepare the precursor 

[6]: 

• Density the mixture that has the precursor in the solid state  

• Shape blends of such powders and thixo caste them into the semi-solid state 

• Solidify the mixture after adding the blowing agent to melt  

Avoid using blowing agents that help in gas release and add agents of powder to the melt that has to be foamed. 

Addition causes a reaction with the agent and hence creates gas.  Also, binding crystal water leads to foaming 

after evaporation. 

 

VII. FOAMING OF POWDER COMPACTS [FOAMINAL/ ALULIGHT] 
The process of production starts by mixing different metal powders such as the elementary metal 

powders, the alloy powder, and the blends of metal powders along with an agent of blowing and then compact 

the mixture to provide a dense and half-finished product. The above can be compared by different techniques 

which make sure that the agent is perfectly embedded in the matrix of metal and does not have any residual 

porosity. Several examples of this kind of compaction include isotactic compression, powder rolling or gas 

intrusion. The process of manufacturing needs to be done carefully as the porosity of the residue leads to poorer 

results.  Next is to decompose the blowing agent by melting the matrix. The precursor material is forced to 

expand by the gas released thereby leading to the formation of a porous structure. The total time required for 

expansion depends upon the size and temperature of the precision and could range between a few seconds to 

fewer minutes. Aluminum along with its alloys can be effectively used to be formed by inducing significant 

agents of blowing.  

In Sandwich panels that have metal care foamed and metal sheets of two faces are easily obtained by 

roll cladding the sheets of metal to the sheet of the precursor material that is formable. Deep drawing is done to 

further reshape the material. Sandwich structures are obtained by finally heating that leads to expansion of the 

foam and give a dense feature to the sheet. 

 

VIII. FOAMING THIXO-CAST PRECURSOR MATERIAL 
Instead of the metal mixture consolidation in the solid form, the same can be achieved thixocasting and 

further dandifying the semi-solid state materials. Initially, the blend of powder undergoes a densification process 

to form billets by pressing is statically and yielding 80% density. Further heating at a temperature where the 

alloy turns semi-solid and cast in the die-cast machine into shapes as required. A precursor is foamed by 
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remelting as discussed in the section earlier. The major advantage being that any complex shape can be provided 

without further processing. In comparison with the method of powder densification, a more isotropic metal is 

yielded by casting and foams with uniform pores. 

 

IX. FOAMING OF INGOTS CONTAINING BLOWING AGENTS 

[FOREGRIP/FORMCARP] 
Aluminum-based foaming metals can be prepared without the use of metal powders. The hydride 

sections of titanium are mixed with the metal in the liquid state followed by solidification. Foaming of the 

precursor obtained can be done as described in the earlier section. In order to prevent premature evolution of 

hydrogen while mixing, you either need to speed up the process of solidification or passivity blowing agent so 

that less gas is released in the corresponding stage.  

One of the best ways is to use the method of die caste. The hydride gets simultaneously added to the 

melt in the die. Casting alloys without certain addition of ceramic additive have been used. Yet to achieve a 

homogenous TiH2 distribution is quite challenging. Also, the powders of TiH2 can be added slowly to the melt 

by stirring and cooling given that they are exposed to s cycle of treatment over heat that leads to the formation 

of a barrier of oxide on each of the section of hydride that deters decomposition. To attain suitable foams melts 

with SiC volume 10-15 vol. % is used [7]. Also, the process is given the name Fore grip which means reinforced 

materials foaming by releasing gas in the precursor. It performed a reinvestigation of aluminum alloy foaming 

through means of CaCO3. A process developed as “Foam carp” is deemed as the sister of the “Fore grip”. 

During the process of foaming, CaCO3 is seen to release CO2 which is further reduced to CO. This further 

oxidized the cells surface thereby leading to the creation of an oxide layer [8]. 

 

X. FOAMING BY GAS GENERATION DURING FOAMING 
An alternative to the blowing agents, foam propelling gas can be used for decomposition. It is creating 

by reacting two components compactly in a powder. One can manufacture steel foam by adding and mixing 

powders of carbon to steel that contains iron oxide. Hence, CO gas is formed on melting [9]. 

 

XI. FOAMING BY A COMBUSTION REACTION 
By admixing the nickel and aluminum powder with additives of Ti, TiC and B4C, the intermetallic 

foams of Al-Ni are produced. Heat the precursor above AI’s melting point post compacting and blending. Here 

amidst the components, a self-propagating reaction occurs. The presence of oxide hydrate at the surface of the 

powder causes blowing gas to be formed. Many uniform foams having porosity as high as 85% is achieved.  

 

XII.  CONCLUSIONS 
The key parameters governing steel foam construction ways could be divided into Inject the gas into 

the metal that is in liquid form. In situ expulsion in the in-situ gas by addition of blowing items to the melts. 

Precipitating gas that has been dissolved earlier in the liquid and Density the mixture that has the precursor in 

the solid state their Shape blends of such powders and thixocasting them into semi-solid state Solidify the 

mixture after adding the blowing agent to melt. Besides the particle concentration and size, recent investigations 

showed that compositions of both the metallic melts and the several particles influence of foam. It is believed 

that the temperature and the composition of the melt act through the formation of additional surface layers on 

the particles. There are several techniques are available to make the ferrous foam.it shows the only couple of 

techniques are pragmatic like powder as well as gasses. 
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